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Abstract—Enterprise architecture supports the analysis, design and engineering of business-oriented systems through multiple views. Each view expresses the elements and relationships of a system from the perspective of specific system concerns relevant to one or more of its stakeholders. As a result, each view needs to be expressed in the architecture description language that best suits its concerns. Therefore, an enterprise architecture may be described using a set of different languages. However, current enterprise architecture modelling languages display two issues in this setting. First, they lack mechanisms to integrate multiple architecture description languages. This issue hinders the specification of views using different languages. Second, enterprise architecture models lack quantitative analysis support. This paper describes an ontology-based approach in order to have a modular ontology for the enterprise architecture domain, to specify and integrate multiple architecture modelling languages and to analyse the resulting integrated models. The approach relies on transformations between an upper-domain ontology based on the ArchiMate language and on a set of domain-specific ontologies to deal with the specific architecture modelling languages. The resulting models are quantifiable in the sense they provide the means to assess the consistency of the enterprise architecture models and to analyse their structure. The applicability of the approach is shown through a case study and the correctness of the ontology is shown by a set of competency questions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Enterprise Architecture is a set of descriptive representations relevant for describing an enterprise so that it can realize management requirements and be maintained over the period of its useful life [1]. According to the ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 standard [2], the usage of multiple views is fundamental to describe an architecture of a system. A system has multiple stakeholders, each with specific interests on the system. An architecture description should aggregate multiple views, materialized in a set of models, that are formulated according to viewpoints expressing the concerns of the stakeholders of the system-of-interest [15]. Stakeholders play a fundamental role in the development of enterprise architecture, as they have interest in reflecting their concerns on the architecture of the system. As such, enterprise architects need to conceive views from the viewpoint of the stakeholders and to address their concerns and requirements. However, the existence of semantic gaps between architects and stakeholders may produce conceptual misalignments which can negatively affect the architecture [3]. Technical level evaluations are sometimes performed, but are still not enough for addressing the issue. Hence, an evaluation method should be in place so that the concerns of the different stakeholders and the requirements that they expect to be fulfilled are all answered.

Enterprise architecture covers a broad range of aspects, from the infrastructure layer, through software applications running on top of the infrastructure, to business processes supported by these applications. Within each of these layers and also the relations between the layers analysis techniques can be applied, which require detailed models with semantically rich definitions as input [4].

This paper applies ontologies and model transformation for the specification and integration of enterprise architecture models in order to have a Modular Ontology for the Enterprise Architecture Domain. Modular Ontology refers to a methodological principle in ontology engineering. Modularization [5] in itself is a generic concept that is intuitively understood as referring to a situation where simultaneously a thing (e.g. an ontology) exists as a whole but can also be seen as a set of parts (the modules). Hence, in the perspective of ontologies a module is a sub-ontology that can be connected to other sub-ontologies by integration and would be able to interact among each other. This ontological modularity strategy will help to reduce the complexity of designing and to facilitate ontology reasoning, development, and integration. This paper describes an ontological modularity approach to specify and integrate multiple architecture modelling languages and to analyse the resulting integrated models. The concepts are described on an upper-domain ontology (UDO) containing the fundamental concepts of an enterprise architecture, which can be assumed as a module. Where, each set of specific concerns are represented using domain-specific ontologies that would also assume to be modules, that are linked to the other module by integration. Logical reasoning is applied to check the inconsistencies on the models and for inferring different dependencies between different elements of enterprise models, which can be used for analysing the impact of changes on architectural elements. Furthermore, this approach contributes in filling in the semantic gap between stakeholders and IT architect by integrating domain-specific ontologies.
The outline of this paper is as follows. Section II describes the related work. Section III presents the ontological modularity approach and the architecture of the proposal for model architecture analysis. In section IV the proposal architecture is applied to enterprise architecture. In section V, a validation through a case study has been done to prove that the proposal is applicable and satisfiable in enterprise architecture modelling languages. Finally VI presents our conclusions and discusses future work.

II. RELATED WORK

A number of different approaches for evaluating EA models have been described in the past few years. In [6], and [7], the authors have implemented a tool for analysing EA models, which guides the creation of enterprise information system scenarios in the form of enterprise architecture models and generates quantitative assessments of the scenarios as they evolve. In [8], the authors propose an uniform approach for capturing quality attribute requirements and analysing system and software architecture. However, such approach did not considered the business architecture[9].

In [10], the author presents an approach for quantitative analysis of layered, service-based enterprise architecture models, which can be used as an analysis framework where existing methods for detailed performance analysis, based on, e.g., querying models, Petri nets or simulation, can be plugged in. In [11], a semantic model is defined by the author, which is formal interpretation of the symbolic model which provides a formal approach to the design of architectural description languages and a general mathematical foundation for the use of formal methods in enterprise architectures analysis.

Some works have dealt with the adoption of an ontology-based approach for Enterprise model analysis. In [12], the author presents a core ontology for Business Process Analysis (BPA). The ontology builds upon a Time Ontology and is structured around the process, resource, and object perspectives as typically adopted when analysing business processes. The ontology has been extended and validated by means of an Events Ontology.

Ontologies have been used for the analysis of modelling languages. In [13], the author presents a framework which verifies how clear and expressive a modelling language is, by focusing on its notation. The proposed framework is based on the construction of an ontology to describe the conceptual domain of discourse. This ontology is then used as a type of ‘mirror’ for the modeling language, i.e. for verifying how well this modeling language is able to represent the concepts and relations represented in the ontology [14]. This foundational ontology has been used with success in a set of Enterprise Modelling approaches such as ARIS framework [15], and in [16] which provides a semantic foundation for role-related concepts in enterprise modelling.

III. ARCHITECTURE

An ontology describes a domain model by associating meaning to its terms and relations. According to Gruber[17] a formal ontology is an ontology with structure which tries to provide a domain and application independent view on reality and remain consistent with increasing content and also context independence. In particular, formalized enterprise models can support new methods and tools for various fields such as business model design, business strategy, information systems alignment and enterprise architecture. Therefore, different concerns of different stakeholders which have different vocabularies can be integrated by the use of two kind of ontologies: a domain ontology that will describe the sources of a problem domain, and an Enterprise ontology, that will present the fundamental concepts of enterprise architecture. The integrated ontology will be able to answer more comprehensive set of questions about organizations, and will also able us to analyse and evaluate the models more precisely by reasoning the stakeholders questions and concerns in the integrated ontology.

The ontological modularity architecture is grounded on the following concepts:

- Upper domain ontology (UDO).
- Domain-specific ontology (DSO).
- Ontology integration.

These concepts will be explained in detail, in the next subsections.

A. Upper-domain Ontology

This kind of ontology tries to describe the concepts generally and in a high level among the domains. It can also facilitate the semantic interoperability between a set of domain specific ontologies, which are built under the upper ontology. The UDO has the capability to provide the fundamental concepts upon the domain-specific ontologies, which will provide extensibility for adding more domain-specific ontologies. These concepts span the domain of enterprise architecture. As such, the UDO represents a minimum set of concepts pertaining to enterprise architecture but yet comprehensive enough for describing the majority of the cases. The UDO is designated domain-independent since it does not address specific domain-dependent concerns.

B. Domain Specific Ontologies

These ontologies, specialised in detail a set of concepts introduced in the upper ontology. Domain ontologies are able to capture the knowledge of specific domains by defining the reusable vocabularies in the domain concepts and the relationships among these concepts [18]. So a domain-specific ontology (DSO) represents a domain-specific language that addresses a particular set of concerns. For example, a Software Licensing DSO would describe the concepts required to model the universe of licenses, and may include concepts that cover licensing models, licensing agreement, copyrights, license types (e.g. free software, open source), etc. The UDO will generalises a set of DSOs. Each DSO should be designed with the minimum set of concepts required to describe a given domain. The model should also be easily extended so that an additional DSO is added to the model without affecting the existing DSO.
C. Ontology Integration

Ontology integration is the process of building new ontologies by finding common concepts between two (or more) ontologies, which is categorized by three basic processes:

- Ontology Mapping which, is the process of building a new ontology by finding common concepts between two (or more) concepts belonging to two (or more) different ontologies.
- Ontology Alignment which, is the process of building a new ontology by identifying correspondences between all the concepts of two ontologies, which are said to be equivalent.
- Ontology Merging which, is the process of building a new ontology by merging several ontologies into a single one, that will create a will create a more general ontology about a subject.

In the proposed architecture, the ontology mapping process has been selected in order to deal with the combination of the different ontologies in such a way that the overall UDO is consistent and able to address the domains covered by each ontology. In the simplest case, each DSO needs to be mapped with some of the core concepts represented in the UDO. Several DSO can be also be integrated in order to add more expressive power to specific domains, which will help the architecture to be able to represent the domain concepts without ambiguity. This entails defining the minimum set of types and relationships to describe a domain. For instance, Figure 1 depicts a scenario where a DSO integrates with two more specific DSOs, this approach facilitates layering multiple DSO according to the modeling needs.

The ontology mapping described above makes use of model transformation to relate a DSO to the UDO or to relate multiple DSOs. Model transformation entails defining a mapping strategy from a source model to a destination model [13], [19]. This mapping may create different types of representational deficiencies. The basic assumption is that any deviation from a 1:1 relationship between the constructs in the target representation model and the corresponding constructs in the source modeling language leads to a situation of representational deficiency in the language, potentially causing confusion for its users. Two principal evaluation criteria may be studied: ontological completeness and ontological clarity. The study of ontological completeness is the analysis of the extent to which a modeling language has a deficit of constructs mapping to the set of constructs proposed in the Bunge-Wand-Weber (BWW) representation model [20]. The study of ontological clarity involves the analysis of the extent to which the modeling language constructs are deemed overloaded (i.e. they map to two or more constructs in the BWW model), redundant (i.e. two or more language constructs map to the same construct in the BWW model), or excess (i.e. they map to none of the constructs in the BWW model).

The ontology architecture is designed to adhere to the principle of high cohesion and low coupling. High cohesion means that each architectural module deals only with a set of related domain-specific concerns. Low coupling means that the number of dependencies between architectural modules is designed to be minimum. Together, these two properties promote modularization along with the ability to incremental extend the architectural modules. The ontology architecture comprises an UDO. This upper ontology is able to provide a high-level description of a system and to support inference around the core structure, behaviour and consistency.

A DSO can be related to the high-level concepts of the UDO. Creating these relationships implies transforming the concepts and relationships of the DSO to the concepts and relationships of the UDO. This transformation process is straightforward when there is a one-to-one relationship or map between the concepts of the DSO and the UDO. As a result of this approach, each DSO relates to the UDO through one map. A DSO can also be mapped to another DSO through a map. Each map is actually an ontology that specifies the transformation rules from the source to the target ontology.

D. Reasoning

One of the advantages of having a formal ontology is that it can be processed with logical reasoning mechanism. By using a Description Logic reasoner services, such as consistency checking, inferring dependencies, completeness of models it will be possible to validate the correctness of an ontology. It can be assumed that the upper ontology comprises three layers, i.e., business, application and technology. The classes and properties of each DSO are mapped to the classes and properties of the UDO. This allows for the following reasoning configurations:

- UDO reasoning which, inference is exclusively based on the UDO concepts. Considering the three layers of the UDO, two options exist:
  (1) Intra-layer UDO reasoning, when inference is limited to the concepts of just on the UDO layers.
  (2) Inter-layer UDO reasoning, when inference concepts related to two or three UDO layers.
- DSO reasoning which is, similar to UDO reasoning but inference is exclusively based on a single DSO. Whenever transformations between two or more DSO

![Fig. 1. UDO-DSO integration Architecture](image-url)
exist, then reasoning may span several DSO without interfering with the UDO.
• UDO-DSO reasoning which, inference is based on the UDO concepts plus the concepts of one or more DSO. Requires a transformation map between each UDO-DSO pair. In this case, the resulting reasoning may span more than one UDO layer, depending on the transformation map.

Figure 2 shows the following reasoning configurations.

IV. APPLICATION TO ENTERPRISE ARCHITECTURE

The ArchiMate 2.0 language [21] was decided to be used as the core of the the UDO. ArchiMate is a standard from The Open Group ¹ that covers the domain of enterprise architecture. This language includes a minimum set of concepts and relationships and the framework includes a minimum set of layers and aspects to be able to model the majority of cases. The motivation to select the ArchiMate language as the core of the UDO is that provides a high-level of abstraction, is concern-oriented and viewpoint-orientated and, was designed with extensibility in mind.

ArchiMate helps stakeholders to design, assess and communicate the consequences of decisions and changes within and between business domains[4]. In order to achieve this, ArchiMate provides a set of viewpoints that can be used to accommodate different concerns. The viewpoints act as filters on the model and are used to highlight different aspects that matter to different stakeholders. Some viewpoints display intra-layer concepts and dependencies, while others display cross layer concepts and relationships. The framework organizes the modeling language in a three by three matrix: the lines capture the enterprise layers, i.e., business, application, and technology, and the columns capture cross layer aspects: active structure, which contains entities capable of performing behavior; behavior, which contains elements defined as units of activity performed by one or more active structure elements; and passive structure, which contains objects on which behavior is performed, therefore, it can be considered an Upper Domain Ontology in the setting of enterprise architecture. Therefore, the ArchiMate language meta-model was converted to an ontology representation as the UDO, so that inference can be applied to its models. The transformation process uses (1) an OWL representation of the ArchiMate meta-model and (2) OWL representations of ArchiMate models.

The ArchiMate meta-model representation results from an analysis of the its concepts, relationships and constraints, as a result, a set of transformation rules maps each element from the ArchiMate meta-model into the corresponding OWL representation. Each concept is transformed into an OWL Class. After the concepts and relationships are represented as classes and object properties, the ontology constraints still need to be included, these constraints are required so that derived relationships can be correctly inferred through logical reasoners. Relationship cardinalities were also added to make the ontology compliant with ArchiMate meta-model. The resulting core ontology is extended through a set of DSOs tailored to address explicit modeling concerns.

Next, an analysis of the mapping process between ArchiMate meta-model and models to OWL was performed, from two important criteria: completeness and clarity. This analysis is based on the ontological analysis method as described by Bunge-Wand-Weber (BWW) representation model [20]. From the perspective of the completeness criteria, all concepts from the ArchiMate can be mapped to OWL concepts. Therefore, the mapping is complete. This means that any ArchiMate concept can always be mapped to OWL concepts. Next for the Excess criteria, all of the main elements of OWL classes, properties, instances of classes, and relationships between these instances for mapping from ArchiMate to OWL were used. Therefore the main elements of OWL have no excess concepts in term of mapping from ArchiMate to OWL. In some cases, different ArchiMate concepts map into the same OWL concept. This situation is known as overload. For example, this situation occurs in the case of junction, Instances which both will be represented as individuals in OWL, and also access types and relation will both be represented as object properties. None of the overloaded concepts had cause problems. Finally, there are no situations, that ArchiMate has more than one concept suitable to represent a single OWL concept. This situation is known as redundancy.

After that three DSO, were selected to integrate with the current ArchiMate UDO. The transformation map between the concepts and relationships of the three DSO and the UDO was produced. This transformation map is an ontology that defines the rules that relate each DSO concept to the relevant DIO concept. Figure 3 shows the following relationship between UDO, DSO and transformation maps in the context model architecture. Each relationship indicates the mapping of concepts from a source to a target ontology.

A. ArchiMate Upper Domain Ontology

ArchiMate itself is grounded in the entity-relation paradigm, providing specialization of these generic concepts into en-

¹http://www.opengroup.org/
enterprise architecture concepts and also into domain-specific concepts. The OWL format of the ArchiMate UDO, was imported to an ontology editor called Protege\(^2\) figure 4 depicts an OWL representation of the UDO.

The first column shows the classes of the ArchiMate(UDO), the second column shows the constraints of the classes and column the relationships.

B. Domain Specific Ontologies

In order to test the proposed architecture through a specific case study, three DSOs were selected to integrate with the UDO, the Patent, Software Licenses and PREMIS DSO. In the approach of extending the DSOs, it was decided to reuse the existing domain specific ontologies whenever available and fit. This allows for a greater interoperability of UDO and decreases the overall risks in engineering an ontology for each domain from scratch.

The Patent DSO covers aspects on patents, e.g. who is the owner of a specific patent, what the patent covers, or when it was granted. Patents also imply a restriction on how a software, hardware or method can be used. The most suitable candidate patent DSO that was identified was from the PATExpert project\(^3\).

PATExpert defined a suite of ontologies that describe patent documents, covering aspects such as the structure of documents and content they provide. An important class in the ontology is the PatentDocument, including the subclasses PatentPublication and GrantedPatent. For the initial version of the mapping, a simple approach was selected that considers the GrantedPatentDocument class to be a specialised version of a Constraint class in the UDO, which is indicated in the UDO by the property hasType:Patent. Figure 5 depicts an a screenshot of the mapping between the two ontologies.

The Software Licenses DSO deals with software components and their relations to each other. These relations describe which other software components are required to run a certain software, or which software is conflicting. The license in this case is a specific kind of contract that grants certain rights to the license taker regarding the usage of the software, e.g. as a component his own applications use. It defines for example whether the customer can get access to the source code, modify it, redistribute the software, etc. The most suitable candidate Software Licenses DSO that was identified was from the Software Ontology (SWO).\(^4\)

The SWO is an ontology for describing software tools, their types, tasks, versions, provenance and associated data. SWO was originated in a project between the European Bioinformatics Institute and the University of Manchester. The ontology models two important concepts software licenses, and License clauses. License clauses define properties and restrictions on what can be done with the software, e.g. whether redistribution is allowed, and in what form (with or

---

\(^2\)http://protege.stanford.edu/

\(^3\)http://cordis.europa.eu/ist/kct/patexpert_synopsis.htm

\(^4\)http://theswo.sourceforge.net/
without notice), or whether there is a restriction on the number of users that can use the software. Software licenses are then a composition of these clauses. The ontology mapping is relative straightforward, and allows both a software license and a License clause to be specified as a subclass of a constraint class in the UDO. This way, it can take profit from the predefined standard licenses in case one uses such a license, but can easily define their own license as a composition of clauses.

The PREMIS DSO\(^5\) deals with storing provenance information in the context of digital long-term preservation which includes five important concepts for digital preservation purposes: Intellectual Entities, Object, Event, Agent, Rights. For the ontology mapping, intellectual entity was mapped to the business object in UDO, the object was mapped to the data object, and the agent was mapped to the business actor.

V. Case Study

ArchiSuurance has been selected as a case study to analyse the current ontology. ArchiSuurance [21], is a fictitious insurance company used throughout the ArchiMate 2.0 specification as a case study to illustrate modeling of strategy, business, applications and technology. The example was converted to the OWL to be represented as the instances of the ArchiMate(UDO), this example in this section is used to illustrate the capabilities of reasoning, by validating the correctness of the ontology. A set of predefined competency questions were used in order to validate ontology.

According to [22] the competency questions should be defined in a stratified manner, with higher level questions requiring the solution of lower level questions. However, in this work we elaborated a single-level list of questions since our purpose is to validate that we are able of answering a more comprehensive set of questions that interrelate a greater number of concept rather than the ability of answering more complex questions.

The set of competency questions defined to validate the integrated ontology is composed by the following questions:

- What Business Services are used by the Customer Business Role?
- What Business Processes are used by the Customer?
- What ArchiMate concepts belong to the Application Layer?
- What ArchiMate concepts are Behavioural Aspects?
- What are the licenses required to execute software application?

Figure 6 below represents a view that shows the Business Services that are used by a specific Business Role and the Business Processes that realize each of the aforementioned Business Services. In this particular example the Customer business role uses four business services that in turn are realized by a total of four business processes (e.g. the Insurance Application Service is realized by the Close Contract process).

Figure 7 and Figure 8 shows the query result, Note that the Customer does not directly use any business process. The resulting relationship is a derived relationship because the customer is transitively related to a business process through a business service. This example shows how derived dependencies can be inferred from models.

In Figure 9 and Figure 10 which is exclusively based on the UDO concepts, the concepts of a specific layer and a specific aspect in ArchiMate(UDO) is shown. The inference is exclusively based on the UDO concepts.

A UDO-DSO reasoning, which is based on the UDO concepts plus the concepts of the Software Licenses DSO is shown in Figure 11. Software licenses, is a concept, that is not possible to model in the UDO with the desired level of detail. But, it can be captured in an increased level of detail through the use of the Licenses DSO.

VI. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, a modular Ontology for the enterprise architecture domain was presented. Ontology technique were applied, to be used for the analysis and design of enterprise architecture models, specifically for inconsistency checking on the models and dependency analysis between the different elements of the enterprise architecture. To this end, a model architecture was proposed which includes a core enterprise ontology named Upper domain ontology that will present the fundamental concepts of enterprise architecture, and could be extended to Domain Specific Ontologies, that describes in detail a set of concepts introduced in the upper ontology and then in order to integrate the UDO and DSOs a mapping strategy has to be define between them. Next, to implement and evaluate the proposal architecture, the ArchiMate 2.0 was converted to the OWL language.

The resulting artefact is the UDO. A set of DSO were selected along with the corresponding transformation maps to test the mapping technique and to evaluate the UDO. This proposed architecture was validated by a set of competency questions.

\(^{5}\)http://premisontologypublic.pbworks.com/w/page/45987067/FrontPage/
questions, which can act as benchmarks for any ontology. This validation was processed with reasoning methods. The reasoning was performed on different types of analysis on the UDO and DSO for checking the consistency and dependencies between different elements of the architecture models. Our formal integrated enterprise ontology approach was able to successfully answer all the competency questions and facilitate the analysing of Enterprise architecture models. In further research, the integrated ontology will be extended with more DSOs. New scenarios and more rules and constrains will be defined on the core ontology, and also will be evaluated with different types of description logic reasoners.
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